
Long before The Watergate: commi  tte began taking testimony from the three top 

,filh men at the CIA on August 2 there were widespread reports ,thnt strongly suggested the 

White House and Mixon personally had been out to frame the CIA, to blame it for what 	_ • 1p.i; 

the Uhite House had done. Even Mixon had been forced to take note and attempt to justify 

that had been done by his orfw top staffers in his name, n his) 



a_e_vo  e.  et-r--t-s<■-7 	- 

One of is more remarkable if net inconprehenaible aspects of the Ervin committe's 
ofkkwwW 

hearings isd(Pand these CIA:likeeotighisan4lso long after the inferences of White House ere'.  
edge' 

framing of the CIA were public. 

As with all testimony, questions and answers sometimes introduce other evidentiary 

factors. Whether they are pursued or not can be a guide to the intent of the investigation. 

Thus;  when Dorsen opened his questioning that neither he nor any member of the committee 

ever aid said wae og framing of the CIA, he unbagged another cat: 

sr. Dorsen. I would like to address your attention to June of 1972 and ask you when 
yma for the first time pint did you )(leer of the break-in at the temocratic Eational Committee 
headquarters at the Watergate? 

_ 
l'elms. It is my impression that itiaghout it, Refla read 

l0 about it in the newspapers 
and heard it on the radio, but thie is not any lapse in memory. This is just one of those 
things that this far back it is hard to know. ...Certainly it was big news from the 
moment it hapeened. 

Ur. Doreen. And during the days immediately following the break-in were there con-
versations at the CIA concerning the break-in? 

Mr. `elms. In the first place, sometime on the weekend I received a telephone call 
from Mr. Howard Osborne, the Director of Security, to inform me that - of the names of the 
individuals who had participated in the break-in and also to say that "r. Hunt in some 
fashion aas connected with it. Mr. Osborne's call to me was a perfectly routine matter 
that had been -there was a charge on him as Director of Security to inform me whenever 
anybody in the Agency got in any trouble, whether they were permanent employees or past 
employees. In other words, right now, so I don t have to catch up with these events like 
syicides and house break--ins and rapes and various thiugs that happened to employees in 
any ofganization in a city like Washington, so this was a perfectly routine thing and 
when he heard about these ex-CIk people who had been involved in this burglary he 
called me up and notified me about it. 

On eunday, when I came to the office, there had been no mention in the papers of Jer. 
Hunt. So I got hold of hr. Osborne and said how come you told me 1 r. Hunt was involved 
in this and he said,"well, there were some papers found in the hotel room, one of the 
hotel rooms with Hunt's name on it and it looks as though he were somewhere in the area 
when the break--in took place." So I said, "All right," and then from then on, obviously 
there were varioue.conversations in the. Agency as we went to work on various requests 
from the FBI for information about the people and their backgrounds, and so forth, 
that had formerly been employed by the Agency." (pp.3236-7) 

This is where Dorsen left it as he turned to the White house actions relating to 

the CLL. 

He did not ask details of how Osborne knew what he knew so early, of the involvement 

of all these former CIA people i unprecedented political crime on which the election and 

  

all of history thereafter could turn. 

He did not ask what internal investigation the CIA made of itself, even if it was 

LAmmr. 
indicated or the practise, so he did not ask or learn the resultskIf the committee's 

knowledge of the workings of bureaucracy or its specific knowledge of specific agencies 

or its understanding of political realities did not suggest this line of questioning, 
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41i41 k(76t ii3.44■41,4A yoql 1.14 	0A-olu ,0,14,o a( 
abd routine with "past employees." 	 yn  di  a or L4 t Ifw1r,o k44 pfrvflGiAt-Pee:; bt,- 

.cii-W-0 1). 
The comittee and Helms knew that the CIA was involved with the hunt operations 

because of its illegal assistance to him inm matters obviously clandestine and 

been used in this crime or suppose this crime led to others in which they had been used? 

Under the existing  circumstances there is no part of government that would not have 

conducted an immediate and thorough investigation of its on involvement and no orsaili-

zational head who ,could not have determined whether there was guilty involvement. Failure 

to do this could be expected to end in ruin. bore than the traditional agencies, those 

whose work is in any way investigative do these things, as elms testified, routinely. 

tet even when uelms indicated that the bureaucracy worked as it is supposed to, that 

the CIA had been informed immediately and privately, thst it had a head start because its 

involvement was not yet public as inevitably it would be, and even that his Director of 

Jecurity had begun the expectable investigation, he war; not asked if an investigation was 

kt 	fa h Wh (4/1646jh made, of what it consisted and what its results ,ere. 	r-  

Aot even when at this early date Osborne knew "the names of the individuals who 
tal- JAY 	L ymil? 

had participated" and. that, were 
1 

When usborne knew during  the weekend "the names of the individuals"!tnd all 

arrested d ►  Hunj  were ibsecubmcfaxxccrlimypw connected with the CIA, can it be that all 

Helms did when he reached his office on uonday was to get "hold of 4. Osborne" and. ask 
Ai/ 

"how come you told me ur. hunt was involved?" When hartinez as of that moment was worldng  
4 

for the CIA? When all traced back to the l'ay of Pigs? When helms personally knew of the 

special Hunt complication? 

lione of these things can be and the committee knew it. The questioning  stopped TAiere 

it should have begun because the coraNittee wanted it to stop without the required cuestion-

ing. This rieuis the committee did not really want to go into the CIA matter and that is 

entirely consistent with this questioning  and with all questionins. of all ithnesses in 

any way related to it. 

Helms volunteered what should have led to/it, that this previously-unreported weekend 
/ 	. 
e6y"was a perfectly routine tter...in any, troubfeir----„ /ma phone call from his Director of Secur 

-• 	"4.4. 
questionable and(ihey are often by their nature illegal matters. Suppose CIA materials 



Between-thie-tentimonY and tint  

'June 22 conversation with rat Gray and his 

4,n1deman and "eneral Walter: at the White House " 

Berson asked a few ineocuous questions about 

"meeting with hr, 
sH 
40257) 
kalialtAxax ecCord's 

Ehrlichman, kr. 

and aunt's CIA 

4.• •114,1r,  a 1 Wm.-L.4.a.. 	-r 

In and of itself this introduction to The White House.  Connection says that the 

°mate investigation was not and did not intend to be a thorough investigation and that 

f1". 	)1 44/6* 
whatever the cost it would

jr-ZA-■

not investigate the CIA. 
C7 	4: — 

It says says also that is investigation of the possibility of White House framing of 

the CIA has to be exaeined oritlaa.1.1y-eted ith care. 
	 77, 

employment that then asked heles about his 

In his response helms fell short of saying he did not recall this June 2;_ converea-

tion eith 'ray. Instead/he said, "I have no reason to doibt" it. 

"r. Dorsea. In these conversations did you diacuss the possibility of CIA involve-
ment in the break-in? 

14r. helms. I assured Hr. Gray that the CIA had no involvement in the break-in. No 
involvement whatsoever. And it was my preoccupation consistently from then to this tine 
make this point and to be sure that everybody understend that. It doeanpt seem to get 
accross very well for some reason.2ut the Agency had nothing to do with the Watergate 
break-in. I hope all the newsmen in the room hear rue clearly now. c . 3234 

.-- 
helms did not often permit himself the expression of emotion and he did not often 

respond forcefully. This was one of the infrequent moments of what for him were of passion. 

Lint 
His dedication to and love for the Agency 	Athout question. And his response is 

direct and unqquivocal. However, it was to the wrong question. Nixon did not allege that 

the break-in was an Agency job. he did allege that investigating it thoroughly could lead 

to the exposure of Agency secrets. The two are not the same. 

eorsen went on to the next day's meeting in Ehrlichmee's office. Conspicuously,Fhilipirna; 
ti -nwf-  114404 

General °nehmen weeeett there 	 although he is the one 

..ith whom Ehrlichmou and hun d dealt: 

er. elms. 'eneral Walters and I arrived first. and waited for a feu minutes. Then 
Ar. haldehan and e.r. Ehrlichman Mime into the room. As beet I can recall what was said, 
4T. "aldeman did most of the talking so -- and whatever er. Ehrlichman contributed 
in the course of this was either to nod hi:: head or smile or to agree with what "r. 
Haldeman said. Jr. Haldeman ... wanted to know whether the Agency had anything to do with 
it. I aseure hie the-Agency Ind nothing to do with it. lie then said that the five men who 
had been found sicj in the emocratic National Comeittee hdadquerters had been arrested 



and that seemed to be adequate under the circumstances, that the FBI wa investigating 
that this was all about, and that they, unified, were concerned about some FBI investi-
gations in nexico. 

He also at that time made some, what to me wan an incoherent reference to an 
investigation in neXico, or an FBI investigation, running into the bay of Pigs. I do not 
know whit the references were alleged to be, but in any event, I assured him that I had 
no interest in the '-'ay of Pigs that many..etears later, that everything in connection with 
that had been dealt with and liquidated as far as I was aware and I did not care what they 
ran into in conneation with that. 

At some juncture in this conversation, lir. haldeman then said something to the effect • 
that it had been decided that 6eneral Walters will go and talk to Acting Director vray 

of the FBI and indicate to him that these operations - these investigations of the FBI' 
might run into CIA operations in flexico and that it was desireable that thin not happen 
and that the investigation therefore should either be tapered off or rediced or something, 
but there was no language saying stop it as far as I recall. 

At this point the references to liexico were quite unclear to me. I had to recognize 
that if the White blouse, the -'resident, Mr. Haldeman, somebody in high authority, had 
information about something in mexico which I did not have information about, which is 
quite possible - the White House constantly ban information uhich others do not have - 
that it would be a prudent thing for mu to find out if there was any possibility that 	:. 
some CIA operation was being - was going to be affected, and,therefore, I wanted the 	— . 
necessary time to do this. ...nobody mar knows everything about anglotttxgx everything. 
So at this point I think it was repeated a second time that Geaaral Walters wa to go 
and see Acting Director Gray with this charge. It was then indicated that Acting Director 
Gray euld probably be expeating the call, that ho was looking for some kind of guidance 
in this matter...I think that at thit point 1-ir. Ehrlichman made his sole contribution to 
the convex Lion, which was that he LUaltersj should get down and see Gray as fast as he 
could. ( 	3238-9) 

'.;alters hot7footed it to bray's office and "he reported to me later in the day 

about his meeting with Gray, maxidem ... and then for the first time I learned that 

some money having been sent to ilex:Leo... and even that explanation did not say what the 

money was for. But also floating around in this was the name of a ilex:teen lawyer that we had 

been asked to check out bythe FBI to find out if this man was in any way connected with the 

CIA. His name was Ogarrio...we had been running a tracer...to find out...but we never had 
( any connection with him and I so notified the FBI. 

Here, without any questions, Dorsen switched toAeanc,s phone call to General Walters 

three days later. In doing that he left unasked and unanswered just about all the questions 

essential to a real investigation and even to rriniuml understanding. 

At me point in his long, rambling answer;helms had volunteered what was not in 

Dorsen's question, that he had reminded Walters about this "delimitatice agreement 

between the i'131 aria the CIA and had asked "hia to make a legitimate request... if they 

ran into any CIA operations in liexico or anyplace they were to notify us imediately, and 

I thought general Walters should restrict his conversation with Acting Director bray 

to. that 



b 

Oddl:,  enough, the qief Spook never asked his Asfdstant Chief Spook if he had..l .3259) 

This is typical of the entire farce. 

It was- entirely - a farce. 

All the participants were among the most sophisticated men in the countryr certainly 

in these matters and certainly also in government and the way it issupposed to work as 

well as the way it does work, Nothing in this questioning and answering reflects this 

knowledge and sophistication. h;verything about it prwtends it is all natural and normal. 
not 

It was not, xxxt in any sense. 

The Senators and their staff knew it, the experitmce4qief Spook knew it and all the 

press knew it. 

But all did play the charade through, with 4elms as the witness and with Cushman 

and with palters. 

If for the moment we forget that this was a week aftel' the break-in and forget what 

cannot be forgotten, that without possibility of any doubt the CI,,,. rushed its own internal 

investigation, n11 of which meamtha'4 whether or not it was communicates to helms, the 

did have answ._,rs and did kno the questions to ask to get these answers, there is 

:3uch that cannot be ignored. 

However, it was ignored. 

Can it be that "elms was summoned to the White House a week after this moment of 

greatest m embarrassment and compromise to both the White House and the CIL and after the 

exotic "conversation" ho described he returne..', to his office without making s_a recordc.:_._ 
of what had transpired.? 

Lie was not asked, he did not volunteer, and the record, which includes a number of 

similar memoradna for the record does not include one by hi[ on this, one of the most 

exceptional moments in Li long career of politicking and intelligence. It was, as helms 

had to kno. and events soon established, the turning point in 	career. .1t was also a 
crucial stage in the GIJOs history, and he loved his Agency. h  dared not trust to fragile 

memory all recollection of this crisis and this crucial development in it, the 4lite 
R
nuse meeting that he himself described as extraordinary and quite unnatural. 



,-e by June 19, which wasinwaxikamatStehmexaceeetkar ki only two days after the break-6 \ 
, and wes the firs 	1 working day after it, the FBI had prepared a detailed preliminary '-, ', 

----(4 	4  V444%. a 4 	 14. r4,441 wattki kow, 	 v • 
repo and ray face sent it 	 rsonally Sc), as this Vatergate committee knew .._..\ A. 	 -- a‘ey 

neither said nor indicated in its enestioning, -"aldemen had a certain amount of 

That about that ".delimitation" agreement? Had the Fbi observed it? And the other 

question not asked, how had Osborne learned? helms had let slip that Osborne knew alli(the' • 

men) were CIA men by the tie le had phoned net r9. Regardless of these facts, can it be j 

that the FBI ran into wh.t would embarrass the CIA and thus all federal investigative' 

agencies and the FBI's own life and would not even check with the CIA? 

But 'as we have seen, the FBI kne.: all about the hexican money long before this 

imperial summons to the White House. 

The anseers tepee known. They were in the possession of the committee for, in fact, 

they were public domein and we have aldeady examined them. They are in the printed  

record of the Senate Judiciary Coax 	hearings on Gray's nomination ipp.46 ff), 

which virtually began with them. 

And the answers were kaolin known relatively long before this June 23 seession. Sour 
(a s. 

in these kinds of inween* 	 is a long tine. Lost were known earlier, for 

detailed knowledge. This included riot only the CIA connections of those caught in the 

ect and of Hunt, which would have been enough. 	also is explicit in saying that the 

CIA had been consulted and that it was making "further ceiteke check."(Judiciary hearings, 

p.47) 

If Usborne learned no other way and not earlier, then someone in the CIA did know. 

The FeI memo apes not report then the CIA was consulted or the name or nsnies or positions 

of those with whom contact was made. Neither .)enate committee cared enough to ask. 

Neither had to ask if the CIA was pinking any kind of investigation. The FBI's 

very first report records that one had been coleienced and was being; continued --prior 

to tke drafting and retyping of the memo and prior to Grays forwareing a copy to laldeman 

on Monday, June 19, 

In the light of this, a relatively liner consideration should not be ignored, as 

Borsen did. Helms swore, "I assured 1v, 'moray that the CIA had no involvement in the break-in. 



vivt kvi44/1 
Ao involvement whatsoever." This was false. l'erhaps it had no direct(Involvement. it 

The break-in not being a CIA job would make it no direct involvement. But witl each of 	- -•••• 

the five captured burglars aiie har CIA men, there certainly was some CIA involvement.  

dray and the FBI, therefore, had to doubt helms' word and lialdeman, knowing this, had a 

handle on helms and the CIA, one he used. 

Supeosedly this committee was investigating haldeman's and the White House's and 

ei•on's use or miLise, whichever the case was, of the CIA in covering up its own Water- 

gate involvements. As it didn t really question Haldeman about this, insteau giving him 

an excellent propaganda forum for an audience he had no other way of reaching, so also did 

it A-really intend to do more with helms as its witness. here at the very outset, within 

mere minutes of Helms' taking of the oath, any- the dead give-aways. i'iany more followed, 

iLbt was eleiminated in the first minutes by not asking helms the obvious questions 

ebout hat he had done or had not done to learn all the facts as fast as possible, by 

hitting him respond deceptively if not falsely that there had been no CIA !involvement 

whatsoever," and by hiding from its record and its vast auidence, the people whose futures 
(1A44tr yv 4/Wini iV/M1 

were at stake, that Haldeman knew from almost the moment of the arrests that 	d the 

means of leaning on the CIA. 

, 	- 
A Dorsen's, Helms' and the committee's and the e press'ei.ed)with that White H8use 

meeting is even worse. 

As soon as helms said, "As best I can recall what was said," someone, Dorsen or a--)  

committee member, should have interrupted to exclaim, Are you saying that after such a 

meeting on such an unprecedented event in ou%)history you made no contemporaneous record 

of what wascaid?" 

If he had, as assuredly he should have, he should have been asked to produce it, 

assuming he had not and that the comuittee didK not have it. I-the said he had not, the 

nature1 question was why not. To this there could be no adequate answer. 

But the probability is what the requirement was, that there was as precise a record 

as possible made the first available moment, when helms got back to his office while Walters 

was dutifully tagging off to see 4rey. 

The committee that din not take this line knew the answers and hid them or did not 



want any answers and didn t even want the questions asked, 

kio full and honest investlation was possibl,; Without these questions asked and 

answered. 

That Ehrlichman, the man who put the arm of the CIA thro 	Cushman, the Tien id 	 

charge of these White house imprthprioties and illegalities and a direct, supervisory 

participant did nothing but "shake leis head or smile or agree with what Tie. "aldeman 

said" is still another giveaway. if the coa.ittee was not sharp ePeugh to catch this, 

as one would expect the staff and all the members to have been, ilelms certainly was. he 

was the intelligence chief, the ma who understands these things. Ehrlichman's silence 

reflected more than that '"aldeuan was the boss. ,Jomestic affairs were Ehrlichment  s, not 

Haldeman's department. And Ehrlichnan did have personal knowledge and involvement. It 

was not possible that helms did not know this if only because he knew that it was Ehrlich- 
-to 

:non  who arranged direct CIA envolvement through the help given Hunt and through him all 

the others. Hon. thal this, it is not probable that hams did not know that hunt et al 

were under Ehrlichman, who was boss of the "Plumbers." And here helms' direct and personni 

kllk 	ti-tk 
elms had bee l fully and asoentingly involved. in 	,lice-state plan that Huston., 

4 
correlated and Huston also was on the domestic-affairs staff, or under Ehrlichmau anO. to A 	 / ft- 	iv1-9 	/1/41/%1.'41 	)41-,  74, 4 a 41/416" 	/7i/ t/h-9 	J 4,0<de tiaras. 	 t r /Lk' 	 VT i  U) 	oj 

To any experiencedintelligence man or analystT  kind "elms was more than just a 

hand,* he wa-i the low boss - Ehrlichman s silence meant only that he had full knowledge 

and involvement and did4t dare say a word for fear of implicating himself. 

In turn, this meant that if he did not fully understand the Idnd of game that was 

being played nit!_ him befog he got to the liihite House, "elms knew as soon as the meeting 
lAxi4t, 	 (4)04" 

started what 1,44_it_uus, who the major players were aniL what the stake)waa. Lis future 

and that of his bGloved Agency were at i5sue. But so also, he had to know, w,  re those of 

tkmx.2 14ixon and his top nen, iJhrlichman at the very least if helms had no factual knowleLge. 1+ (,vIJ h 	t i v)  Ls3 	Kylirto 	i trit4 	 di/n.1 krio c oof 	411 In failing to oppose what was (appoint to him an 

ap44r_e4t, "elms opted to curry Nixon's favor, accept the unaccpetable, and become art of 

Nixon's coveringi of Nixon n involvement. 

knowloLge of Nixon's official plan for operations precisely like this one was important. 
0/11.4:41104-' 	 Tott 1,41Arkelp 



lu 	 f 	r45tplif4ed 
7/1 r‘i I-  hi 4)frelt.,  

1 
It was a coward s, a self-seeker's choice, 

helms' own representation 1.,,3 that Haldeman "wanted to know whether the Agency had 

anything to do with it." There is no need to quibble over what "anything" here meant. 

gelms says his answer was, "I assured him the Agency had nothing to do irith it."  elmS- 

did not say he asked "aldeman "Do you have any reason to 	ieve the Agency had anything 

ri:11/k4t 4 tow (icyHrWrk5K-qattatsr °W4,04-  Lk 144)  4th Jir 
to do Pith it," or "Do you have proo 'elms was no green kid. There was no reason for him 

not to ask these questions or to be afraid to and there was every reason to ask them. How-
, 

ever, the nature of the questions and the absence of offrs of valid reasons for them also 

told Helms that the questions were, in fact, tatn:tamounto orders. There could be no other 

meaning to the experienced "elms. drithexxzaexilizitelmlOzatamaxmlocisxhazzays-"LLaidemaNzYzxz 

'̀f there had been any doubt, and doubt among the sophisticated is not possible, it 

had to have been eliminated by what elms says Haldeman then said, that the arrest of 

circumstances." 	 ovkiii-o/A4o1 
could be "adequate" and that is in coverin0 

a1042-  
fact that the arrests did not solve, the crime# 

4 
or lay all the crimes bare and thus were ntirely inadequate and far from the discharge 

	 in the FBI report of four days earlier that Gray had sent Ilaldeman(tIE-Uat- 

and Liddy both tied the White House into it. 

Helms knew and the committee knew that filelms was being leaned on to give the FBI an 

excuse for not investigating what ±txwaxxliammir-rmd.  Nixon and his henchman wanted not to 

be investigated. 

That helms was under no illusions is clear from his own account of what then fol_owed, 

what he described as Haldeman's "incoherent reference to an investigation in hexico."  As 

helms explained, the Bay of Pigs stuff was malarkey because "that had been dealt with 

and liquidated." 
	

1-4)tf r c Pt( I fliti1  i 011 
The nub was the liexican Connection. 

sAcartitraelms was totally mut if  im.p_vLatOly ignorant of any and all factual develop- 
./  

ments in the case, one 1-Jexican connection had to havfcome to,46173Ad. The Ervin coa ittee 

saw fit to ignore it, but Hunt's CIA career was heavy with i-lexican assignmults, 1/14t414 

the five men g "seemed adequate under the 

There was one way only in which this 

Nixon and those under him. Aside from the 

of official responsibilittlall knew that hunt 0.66,14i .di ii.mplicated for that is 
Ca c4-vu( Fe/ r not,/ 	 ?i(-41 4‘41  -wf bl/ 	.1h 	if '11 will- tie Lei/A 



da- 01 
as CIA station chief. .('Aluroc, if not cm,tes-12yr-Ge-mptileiv 454 

Reims di( t have to be the top nan in CIA and a nan who has spent uost of 	adult 

lifetime in that business to know that with hunt involve:1 in The Watergate Hunt could 

have involved s*d CIA contacts in whatever was being probed in kexico. 

Whether or not Helms knew it - and the: deliberately incompetent Questioning by 

indubitably competent people is the only reason for uncertainty on the point - there is 

no doubt that the FBI knew about the Ugarrio laundering operation and there is therefore 
(au cf,I,Pla 1,01.1.4( 	1,144{ vat, 	J-Q  wrgi e , 

no doubt that ldenan knew it before he spoke to helms. The facts were exposed the 
,4 

minut the FBI went to itrker's bank and that also was four days earlier. rays  ix 
N/ Judiciary comnittee testimony establishes that the Ogarrio con,ection was the earned 

and xeroxes of the checks were obtained. Tnese xeroxes were placed in the Ervin coml:ittee's 

evidence on Wednesday, 'Line 6, two months prior to /tams' appearance.( 
„.

there was neither 
4 myftry nor doubt when Helms testified. There was this certai n halo - 1, dge and everyone 

involved in that hearing shared it. 

If helms did not know that these checks were the lever or part of it, he did know 

that "untie past night well have been and he did knol; that the FBI knew all about Hunt's 

past before The Watergate because it had vestigate0 him as a condition of his white 

house employment. 

14L-tehelms knew the 4'ay of Pigs could not be a face 	4; ,vet 

Haldeman was d 	iazilttiii47.04,r-z 	
Ims-lan, as 	described it, "incoherent,'; 

tell hAldeman hp di not_Aala w or what _ 

 

ielms was not a "liqueto4 after a lifetime in the CIA's dirty-works department and 

its chief before b oming lift chief of the whole CIA. If he did not ask 141,Dquestioni--• 

it is because he didne have to or because he didnyt want to expose Haldeman's game. Not 

asking any question was to be part of the sre And to tell -aldeman as clearly as the -cam 
[44,0'4 	JePole,  bent knee could have that he waleying  

he r-o f-thersr--- t hzings- t t 	-are-so - 

	 so 	unequivocal to om?:--o-f--r., 



On:e-won11.7neyer-t 
ye.t-- 

th,_ne„,eatQh.tad_. "It had been decided" without consultation -with him and before he got 

to the White House that "General Walters will go and talk to" Gray and give uray to 

understand that "these operations - these investigations of the FBI might run Vim 

into CIA operations in Mexico" and that /this "not 
to I ih 

First of all, this never liappeus7 "aldeman c 	 of what to 
-h,r 50.} 

over any agency New chief's head and give orders to one 

of his subirdinateette askeEven a Haldeman or an Ehrlichman. Xleindinest, servile and 

.Laxonian that he was, told Ehrlichman off on precisely this and to his face and then 

testified to it before the Ervin cormittee. e told Whrlichman that if he ever again 

spo].:e to a epartment of Justicetployee except through him as Attorney general, he, 

rileindienst, would resign. Ehrlichman backed off and hleindienst was not fired or troubled 

in any way. his is the way government 1,orks, even under Nixon, even witl the authoritarian 

conceptU of the ilixon administration. 
IL-PW 

Helms kne 	he took thisAllderaan 	still another, an unneeded redundant 

proof that Halms was in his pocket. 

Helms did not protest. Nor did he suggest that as the man in charge he should 

undertake the mission. Nor did he remindfitalderan that the standing operating agreement 

between the FBI and the CIA precluded this, as that "delimitation" agreement did. This 

is s arate frcErx whether he knew tray to be the total lackey and the diligent supi)ressor 

that the White House knew him to be, the only reason he was around an the only rca on he 

had been nominat d to head the FBI. 	
4-4,41  

Particularly should the man who had already 	there was "no involvement whatso- 

ever" have asked to know what the alleged involvement was. More because he claims it was 

"incoherent" and most urgently because it was unhidden that he was.; being ordered to 

provide an excuse for FBI sup)ression disguised as investigation. 

2o this must be added helms' knowledge thatsiters owed his job to Nixon, to whom 

he had beek 	a4- L4k( 	 // 4444 	C cz,-J-4.--“,„  

In short, there is and there can be no excuse /for Helms' participation in this White41e1°'' 
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operation that was, overtly, a trine, obstructing 8ustice. 

Without spelling it out, Helms' next tried to justify the unpardonable with the 

limp explanation that "the White House constantly has Information which others do not have - 

that it would be a prudent thing for me to find out if there was any possibility that 

some CIA operation was being - was going to be affected, and, therefore, I wanted the time 

necessary to do this..." 

ii-eles did not say this in response to any question. he was, in fact, not asked about 

it. 'le volunteered it to excuse what could not be excused an what he and the coudittee 

know could not be excused. 

If the White house had "information'', .elms didn't need time, he needed that "infor- 

mation. " To get it all he had to do was ask 4aldeman. "e didn't. 
1 

Haldeman di dn t offer it and "elms didn't ask for it. 

The only reason possible is the reason Haldeman and "elms both failed to do the obvious. 

It was a 4-411kee.44a'1 iTp 	ji th1tf I 144ht /iow o 	few c12-,1 "J. 

Both knew it was. 

There was additional reason for Helms demanding to know what the alleged evidence 
rA e 

	

was. lie had to prepare to counter it-br help develop 	Q. "his meant he could not wait 

for some later filtering through of partial or inaccurate information. And when it is 

recalled that "elms is the man ihose whole life vas the eia, from his representation, 

then; was emotional anti-well as factusA and legal need for him to have done the obvious 

and asked what he failed to ask. 	 0.4 
*on his own account he asked no single question a he made no single protest. 

A4440414.rf,/ 
Even before the iiIrtsin committee, unlike emmit Kleindienst ar/qa-izaatek he was com- 

pletely without protest. 

4r The condittee did not ask him why. 
IM 44 cqr 	towl.Hol 064e. e 

~rr4 	s tells all that need be told about both&,, 	 no wan, or 

Intend the whole story to come out. 

Reims followed this by testifying that lie did not learn until later that day, 

when Waltees reported back after his tete-a-tete with Liray, of the "money having been 

sent to Imaxio,1 his gentle, diplomatic description of an overt illegality, a crimianl act. 
% 
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re4cre 
rid h.;re, too, all the member:; of the copLiittee should h-ve 124.eawl their question, 

"Aimilt4Lter_fo.41e-ys Nobody asked you and nobody asked you to investigate? 

flat nobody, member orcounsel, asked this tells again hat all the testimony 

tells, that the eoad.ttee's intent was to cover up. 1W 4S 4 	 /24. 

ld  

ar:9arautlatila4 	, . 	/, an.: -thel-e-Is-ne-Teasen-to-priaounie-they 

thoy(knew by this point, about a quarter of an hour into "elms' testimony, that 

they had the hex on the committeew-ai-t-ti 0-1 1;441_ 
-AL  Ili 

4 
The servility of these stalwart su,ermen of the CIA was more sickening, more unmanly 

that this, including the generals. 

There is apJropriate characterization in khe tape of a conversation between Dean and 

Ehrlichman when Pat Gray was perjuring his guts out before the Judiciary committee to 

protect iiixon: Pick up turning in the wind quote here 

Dixon andli  



bottom p. 14 	 work in 

Because these characters didn't even trust each other and Ehrlichnan apparently 

taped his own conversations indiscriminately if they related to The '.:atergate, there is 

the White House transcript of his conversation wit Dean after one of km Gray's reports 

of how he was doing in hiding everything from the senate Judiciary Con.Littee, which was 

considering Gray's apl)ointment as permanent FBI chief.In speaking to Ehrlichman,ray 

had asked him to be sure Dean would supjort Gray's oerjury, which had to do with timx 

Gray's personal destruction of some of hunt's White House files. Ehrlichman joked about 

this to Dean: marked part 7H 2951, ...si-tirl-ti&-for-omie-tilans: 
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3 Janua.ry 1973 

TOR: The Honors.bla John Ehrlich:man 

: Contact with Mr. Howard Hunt 

1. 1 met with Howard Hurt on the 22arl of July 1971. At some point 
during the period from-about two weeks to about two days prior to his 
visit, I received a call over the White House line from either Mr. Ehr-
lichman, Mr... Colson., or perhaps Mr. Dean. (I simply:cannot recall at 
this late data just. which one it was) stating that Mr. Hunt would call on 
me to ask for some support and that he was working on a matter for the 
pa rson calling 

2. Mr. Hunt stated that he had to elicit information from an indi-
vidual whose ideology he was not certain of and for that, reason would 
like to talk to him under an alias and requested that I provide sole 
documentation to back up his alias identity. He said this was a one-time 
interview. I said that, yes, we would provide a driver's license and what 
is called pocket litter, which would indicate the identity which he wished 
to assume for this one-time operation. 

3. On 27 August I found that Mr. Hunt was requesting further support 
in the form of credit cards and a New York phone number which he could 
use through an answering service. 

4- In my opinion this tended to draw the ...Agency into the sensitive 
and forbidden area of operations against americans and I could no longer 
comply with his requests. Consequently, at 1100 on Z7 August I called 
Mr. Ehrlicaman and e,-;.plaineci why we could not meet these requests. I 
further indicated that Hunt was becoming most demanding and trouble-
some and, in my opinion, indiscreet. Mr. Ehriichman indicated assent 
to our cessation of support for Mr. Hunt. 

R. E. Cushman, Jr. 
G eneral, ULTZ.,e1C 



Belately, at the time of the first trial or to replace destroyed records, it was 

d.cided that Cushman, then Commandant of the liarines, had to make some kind of "record" 

of how the CIA got involved in what even John i.iitchell described. as "The White House 

lorrors." So, on January S, 1973 he sent the following to Jphn Ehrlichman. The illggible 

stamp at the bottom is declassification: -al- all beginning with secert stamp, included 
f_, 

in facsimile here. / N4714 
by name. 

But Ehrlichman did not like: this. It involved his ell, i othersf/So he demanded that 

this he-man Narineiveorps Cro...mandant change it to eliminate what he 	like. Abjectly, 

,;ugman did under date of January 10. This i• the altered first paragraph:(f'acsimile -EANtv,, 

The change eliminates "from either Hr. Ehrlichman, hr. Colson or perhaps 

lJean (I simply eanhcbt recall at this late date just viLlich one)", which pinpoints onb 

of three at the top - and it was Earlichman 	/-1,:; it with the filler,"direct to 

my office as '-'eputy Diro,,,tor of Central intelligence." 

To hasty, not word-2or-word examination the memos appear identical e;eept that in the 

second one Cushman added at the top a formal identification of 2;hrlichman: facsimile 3 lines. 
up 	 with 

To sum this disgusting business Qpiof The White house Connection xit The :exican 

Connection and the inherent connction of both with the CIA: 

From the first mom,mt unofficially, not later than Hunt's 4 a.m. phone call, and later 

in the first day the White House and certainly Nixon knew of bunt's complicity in tht-. caught 

singl. crime of all these "White House" Horrors" and knew it would be connected with them; 

It knew any investigation would immediately disclose the multifaceted .V.ullen agency 

involvr,mcints ,:ith both the White House and the CIA; 

It started obstructing justice immediately, with false statements and illegal girders; 

to both the CIA ant.. the FBI; 

If Gray or other 	the FBI were not kee ing the White House updated day-by-day cs....7.77,..orr:. 

disclosure-by-disclosure, at the veryat.5)the Gray memo to Haldeman of the first uni-

day after the arrests told iiixon and all those he trusted all they had to know to obstruct 

justice, the only way be could remain unimpeuched; hand while it is not necessary here, 

John Dean ma riding herd on Gray and the Assistant Attorney General in Charge of the 

3' 
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Criminal Division of the .Llepar,mk..nt of Justice kept Nixon personally informed, including 

ev,7,n the ultra-secret grand-jury testimony); 

The White House was in touch with Bennett, which meant the whole I.;ullen/CIA operation; 

Bennet operated a successful ,epartment of Disinformation; 

The White House leaned on the CIA to give Cray the eleicuse required not to trace 

The ilexican Connection, and Gray didn't Aia400. until well into July, after Hunt returned 

from his nongmysterious non-disappearance; 

There was other covering up of the White Rouse trail in liatergate crimes;, made 

passible by these obstructiom of justice; 

And essential evidence, in t e White House and at the CIA was destroyed, aside from 

what was published and aired insufficentlyi by the Senate: Wtergate committee, at CREEP 

headquarters by Liddy and others. 

Were this not enough, the Congress sat still for this, which was largely public, 

and what by its aciadication aid not become publie. 

That we must nom start weaving into the fabric that hid Richard Nixon and made his 

unimpunchment possible for so lone; a time. 


